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Introduction

In Fall 2016, an interdisciplinary team of undergraduate
and graduate students at the Center for Social Design at
Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA) collaborated with
Baltimore City Health Department’s Tobacco Free
Baltimore initiative to address the impact of smoke
exposure in the home.
In Baltimore...
+
+
+
+

50 percent of Baltimore middle schoolers live with a smoker
In 2013, 14 of 17 sleep-related deaths reported secondhand smoke exposure
Only 14 percent of Baltimore Head Start families with a smoker in the household report
having a household smoking ban
Significant disparities exist, such as 37.12% of those with income $15,000-$24,999
reported smoking compared to a City average of 21.2% and 25.18% of Black people
reported smoking cigarettes vs 18.76% for white people

Utilizing a human-centered, collaborative and design-driven approach, we met with health
professionals to better understand of the problem, interviewed families to gain new insights,
and facilitated design workshops to generate ideas and prototypes. The research and
brainstorming resulted in HealthiAir, a pop-up event that supports families in creating
smoke-free comfort zones in their homes, identifying practical ways to get started, and
connecting to the resources they need.
This design research summary shares details about HealthiAir, reflections from community
prototypes, and guidelines for implementation.
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Theory of Change

If we ease the pathway to creating smoke-free comfort
zones and engage people where they are on their
journey, every home and family in Baltimore will breathe
happy + healthy.
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Design Principles

The design principles below are core values that should
guide every HealthiAir community engagement and
design decision.
Honor stories and experiences
Respect the personal and lived experiences that are shared and allow them to inform our
design process with integrity.

Acknowledge the reality of addiction
Be empathetic in our language and careful in our approach to address smoking without
blaming or shaming behaviors.

Make knowledge actionable
Inform with solid facts and data but also translate information in a way that is relatable and
approachable to motivate effective change.

Engage the whole person
Connect with all aspects of the people we design with (physical, mental, emotional, social)
while being mindful of their individual needs.

Ease the pathway
Create interventions that don’t recreate stress while allowing families the agency to take action
on their own terms. Do no harm, add no stress.
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HealthiAir Stages

HealthiAir is designed to meets participants where they
are on their journey to creating a smoke-free home.
Each stage of HealthiAir features different prompts and activities aligned to the
transtheoretical stages of health behavior change:

1.

Sharing Stories (Precontemplation)
Creating an open space for you to share and connect with others about how smoking
has affected you on a personal level.

2.

Exploring the Opportunities (Contemplation)
Imagining, through drawing or writing, what your ideal smoke-free comfort zone
would look like and how it would feel.

3.

Accepting the Challenge (Preparation)
Discovering the benefits and challenges of creating your smoke-free comfort zone and
identifying your first step by signing a family pledge.

4.

Continuing the Process (Action)
Celebrating where you are on the journey and finding ways to keep yourself on track
by creating House Promises*.

5.

Supporting the Journey (Maintenance)
To connect you to additional resources that you need that will ultimately help you
quit smoking and give you the opportunity to continue sharing your experience by
becoming a HealthiAir Community Advocate.

* House Promises are realistic and achievable steps made by families to create and
maintain smoke-free comfort zones.
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Community Prototypes
Download observation notes here.
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Zeta Healthy Aging Partnership
(Z-HAP)
Date/Time: Friday, March 31, 2017, 1:30-3:00PM
Partner: Z-HAP, a program at the Zeta Center for Healthy
and Active Aging that meets the social, physical, and
intellectual needs for older adults, age 55 and older.
Participants: 30 participants
Key Takeaways
+

Share your own story: Having facilitators participate in the Sharing Stories stage allows
for more relatability and relationship building.

+

Keep participant demographics in mind: Having chairs at each station was helpful for
older adults.

+

Mix qualitative + quantitative: Encouraging imagination and injecting humor when
delivering important facts made qualitative data more memorable.

+

Language matters: Shifting from pros/cons to benefits/challenges makes space for
positive, supportive framing.

+

Use active listening: Fullying concentrating on what participants say allows facilitators
to honor participant sharing and reflects participant needs.

+

Prompt discussions: Encouraging questions and conversations between participants
enhances the discovery experience for everyone involved. Staying curious helps
facilitators position themselves as learners, not experts.
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Mount Royal Elementary/Middle
School Health & Art Fair
Date/Time: Thursday, May 18, 2017, 6-7:00PM
Partner: Mount Royal Elementary/Middle School
Participants: 7 participants, including elementary and
middle school students and their caregivers.
Key Takeaways
+

Learn names: Putting names to faces helps humanizes individual stories and make
everyone feel welcome and apart of the shared journey.

+

Explain the HealthiAir Journey Booklet: Sharing the purpose and intention behind the
HealthiAir Journey Booklet increases its use and shows its lasting value.

+

Engage youth: Youth voice, whether through activity shares or stage-related dialogue,
is just as meaningful and impactful as adult participation.
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Y Head Start

Date/Time: Thursday, June 1, 2017, 10-11:00AM
Partner: Y Head Start, a child development program
promoting school readiness, health, nutrition and
parent-involvement services to low-income families.
Participants: 13 mothers with young children
Key Takeaways
+

Build empathy: Second and thirdhand smoke can be a hard topic to discuss, especially
in group settings. Stage One: Sharing Stories, sets a foundation of inclusivity and
empathy for the participants lived experiences.

+

Encourage small steps: Small steps matter and everyone is at their own point of the
HealthiAir journey.

+

Celebrate small wins: All health-informed actions made towards creating a smoke-free
comfort zone should be acknowledged and celebrated.

+

Be flexible: After gauging participant energy levels, facilitators encouraged participants
to imagine their ideal smoke-free comfort zone in pairs, instead of working individually.
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Sage Center for
Family Development
Date/Time: Monday, July 3, 2017 10-11:00AM.
Partner: The Sage Center, a Family Recovery Program
with a mission to strengthen, engage, and equip parents
while providing immediate intensive substance abuse
supportive services.
Participants: 8 participants
Key Takeaways
+

Make space: Participant’s stories should always be at the forefront. Facilitators must
navigate the balance between “making space” and “taking space.”

+

Be open: Individual visions of what a happy + healthy home looks and feels like have
permission to be as diverse as the communities being served.

+

Ask for feedback: Receiving community feedback about HealthiAir benefits the
communities it serves as well as the staff serving Baltimore communities.

+

Adapt to the space: HealthiAir adapted to a space limitation by keeping participants in
the circle for the whole event. This gave the facilitators the opportunity to encourage
more dialogue and questions as well as focus discussion points to provide realistic
steps participants can take.
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Reflections
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Facilitation Tips

Share Intimate Stories
Stories allow participants and facilitators to
build trust and see one another as human.
Every stage of HealthiAir provides an
opportunity for participants and facilitators
to connect through personal, compelling
stories that reflect lived experiences—from
the introductions at the beginning of the
event to the additional resources provided
at the end. The more open facilitators are,
the more likely participants are to open up
as well.
Stay Flexible
While the facilitation guide is a good
starting point, facilitators must stay flexible.
Different audiences and settings will
require different communication styles.
Keeps the objectives, messaging, and
stage transitions the same, but make
adjustments to address any unique
concerns or needs that arise.

Start and Finish Strong
Don’t rush through the last stage (Supporting
the Journey). Before officially ending the
event, be sure to capture group photos, clarify
resources available, and collect feedback.
Follow-Up
After making space for participants to be
vulnerable in the sharing of real, lived
experiences, maintaining communication with
those who have expressed interest—either in
resources or community speaking—is
essential to HealthiAir’s integrity.
Balance Qualitative with Quantitative
Encourage imagination and inject humor
when delivering important facts to make
qualitative data more memorable.
Less is More
The most effective number of participants per
HealthiAir event is 10-20.
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Community Feedback

After each prototype, participants were asked to provide
feedback about their HealthiAir experience:
How do you feel about making changes after experiencing HealthiAir?
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

I don’t smoke but I think I have to be less aggressive. I learned how to speak.
I already have a smoke free home.
A little more empowered to talk to others. I feel equipped with knowledge to share and more
resources.
Good. It feels like I have something to show them and can tell them to come.
Very positive. I want to invite my good friend who smokes and who is sick.
I have to stop.
I feel good about making changes in my household.

What are your thoughts and feelings about HealthiAir as a whole?
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Very necessary.
Very interesting. My favorite was the group sharing.
Good because it got me thinking about steps, like the pro/con. I hadn’t thought about them.
Want to speak with youth at the church. My favorite was the group sharing.
It made me feel different. We laughed.
It was very interesting. Story wall was my favorite stage.
Very necessary. We need to catch the kids before they start developing the habit.
How do we relate this to our families?
I’m going to make my home healthy.
It’s a very helpful program.

Would you recommend HealthiAir to others? Why or why not?
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Yes, because our kids are growing up and they are going to be in that environment.
Yes, it would give smokers a reasons to quit smoking. They need all of the information in order
to quit.
Yes, definitely, because it would be helpful. Gives smokers resources to quit. I don’t smoke but
have the resources to help someone else.
Yes, because I can get them to stop smoking.
Yes, would recommend program to my husband to get him to quit smoking.
Yes, I enjoyed what we can do for each other.
Yes, because it’s healthy.
Yes, because they teach you a lot about smoking.
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Next Steps

We recommend the following next steps as part of
HealthiAir implementation this Fall:
Monitor Community Desirability
Track the number of requests from Baltimore community organizations to have a HealthiAir
pop-up event in their space.

Measure Smoke-free Service Utilization
Follow up with participants post-HealthiAir to learn about experiences with smoke-free
services.

Create HealthiAir Zones
Making change visible by making physical spaces (ie. schools, rec centers, senior centers,
churches and colleges) official “HealthiAir Zones.”
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Curriculum
Download curriculum files here.
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Training + Facilitation Guide
Download training and facilitation files here.
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Branding Guidelines
Download all branding related files here.
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Swag / Logo Application
Download all swag design files here.
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Nametag

Sticker

Window Cling Sticker
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Magnet

Journey Booklet

TShirt Options

Tote Bag

Pen

Notebook

Social Media Strategy
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DAY BEFORE AN EVENT
BCHD Twitter account to post:

#BreatheHappyAndHealthy tomorrow with #HealthiAir
and (@Partner’s Twitter Handle)! Discover more about
HealthiAir here: bitly.url

RIGHT AFTER AN EVENT
BCHD Twitter account to post with photo:

[I/We] choose to #BreatheHappyAndHealthy because [insert
reason/statement] #HealthiAir @Partner’s
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If we ease the pathway to creating
smoke-free comfort zones and engage
people where they are on their journey,
every home and family in Baltimore will
breathe happy + healthy.

